The increase in Internet bandwidth and the developments in 3D video technology have paved the way for the delivery of 3D Multi-View Video (MVV) over the Internet. However, large amounts of data and dynamic network conditions result in frequent network congestion, which may prevent video packets from being delivered on time. As a consequence, the 3D video experience may well be degraded unless content-aware precautionary mechanisms and adaptation methods are deployed. In this work, a novel adaptive MVV streaming method is introduced which addresses the future generation 3D immersive MVV experiences with multi-view displays. When the user experiences network congestion, making it necessary to perform adaptation, the rate-distortion optimum set of views that are pre-determined by the server, are truncated from the delivered MVV streams. In order to maintain high Quality of Experience (QoE) service during the frequent network congestion, the proposed method involves the calculation of low-overhead additional metadata that is delivered to the client. The proposed adaptive 3D MVV streaming solution is tested using 
Introduction
most multimedia applications are time-sensitive, even through packet re-transmissions are allowed, the packets may be regarded lost unless they arrive within a period.
To investigate the effectiveness of adaptive MVV streaming over the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network, we proposed an adaptation method based on P2P bandwidth activity in [50] , where each P2P client could discard some views based on their buffer occupancy level. Also, we developed an on-demand HTTP streaming scenario in [49] , where the client receives the complete ensemble of encoded MVV.
In this paper, the MPEG-DASH standard [75] and view reconstruction method [49] architecture have been used, and provides the following main contributions:
-Extensive evaluation of the proposed view reconstruction method using different coding standards (HEVC and MVC) and an additional test sequence under various bandwidth conditions suitable for the Internet streaming. -The results of a formal subjective testing campaign, conducted according to the ITU-T BT.500-13 recommendation for laboratory environments [30] .
In this work, our focus is 3D MVV on-demand HTTP streaming scenario. To this end, the main goal of this work is to deliver Multi-View video plus Depth (MVD) content to clients in a cost-effective manner by utilising additional metadata. Additional metadata, which is generated by the statistical correlation of the encoded views, comes with a substantially lower overhead compared to the encoded streams. Additional metadata is delivered adaptively only when necessary. The proposed adaptive streaming system is completely independent from underlying enCOder -DECoder (CODEC). The proposed system also maintains compatibility with the standard decoders allowing MVD content to be decoded and displayed on legacy displays.
The principle of the proposed solution includes deriving multiple adaptation sets with the associated metadata generated at the transmitter side. The receiver makes decisions on when to request and which subset of views needs to be requested. Missing (discarded) views are then recovered at the receiver with the aid of delivered views and the requested additional metadata. In order to test the performance of the proposed adaptive multi-view streaming system, the MPEG-DASH standard was utilised, which allows dynamic adaptive streaming over the Internet using HTTP as its underlying application protocol. Nevertheless, the proposed adaptive 3D multi-view streaming concept can be used with emerging Information-Centric Networking (ICN) delivery system, as demonstrated in [59] .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of related works. Section 3 presents the overview of the proposed adaptive 3D MVV streaming method. The details of the metadata generation methods at the server, the missing view reconstruction (recovery) method at the receiver, and the proposed HTTP adaptation method are explained in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the experimental results, followed by the concluding remarks in Section 6.
Related works
In this section, the review of the existing works are divided into three categories. The first is state-of-the-art 3D MVV coding techniques followed by the activities in 3D view synthesis using the Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) technique. Finally, related works in adaptive 3D video streaming are discussed.
3D multi-view video coding
Coding of data intensive 3D MVV is challenging. To maximise 3D video coding efficiency, Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) [77] has been standardised as an extension of the H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard [80] . The MVC standard, which takes advantage of different views, uses the inter-view prediction to provide compression (coding) efficient solution. Results show that roughly 50 % bitrate saving were observed compared to the AVC standard over a broad range of objective quality levels [26, 77] . Eight views were encoded using AVC -no inter-view prediction coding solution-and MVC standards in [76] . Results present that an average 20 % bitrate reduction at the same objective quality is obtained using MVC. However, the increase in visual quality is reported as marginal for some content [60] . The new video coding standard, High Efficient Video Coding (HEVC) [67] , provides the same subjective video quality as the AVC standard while requiring approximately 50 % less bitrate on average. Wenger et al. in [79] , used two views, demonstrated that HEVC coding of multiple views (simulcast) results in around a 30 % bitrate reduction compared to the MVC extension of AVC standard.
In response to the MPEG Call for Proposals (CfP) on 3D video coding technology [27] , several proposal were submitted. For instance, Domański et al. in [16] proposed a 3D video coding method that reduces the overall bitrate using disoccluded 3 region coding. The main idea of the proposed coding technique is to exploit view synthesis prediction as much as possible leading to more efficient coding performance. Also, Müller et al. in [45] introduced several tools for 3D video coding including new inter-view motion parameter and inter-view residual prediction for the colour texture component of dependent views. Later, the work has been standardised as a 3D extension of HEVC (3D-HEVC). Additionally, the MultiView extension of HEVC (MV-HEVC) standard [79] , uses the same design principle of the MVC standard, utilises neighbouring views at the same time instances for prediction. The prediction is adaptive, hence the optimum predictor among temporal and interview references can be chosen on a block basis [68] .
MVV streams may occasionally lose some of the video traffic, which can be related to the rate Variability-Distortion (VD) curve [58] . VD curve illustrates the bit rate variability to the quality level of an encoded video. Video sequences that contain large frame size differences over the time may exceed the network capacity and result in packet losses. For instance, Pulipaka et al. in [54] showed that inter-view predicted, i.e., MVC encoded, streams present larger variations in the encoded frame sizes compared to the independently, i.e., no interview prediction, encoded video streams. Also, inter-view predicted video streams come at the expense of reduced error robustness due to the massive coding dependencies between the views. Increasing inter-view prediction among views may result in perceivable distortions for the complete set of views if a packet is lost.
Virtual view synthesis using DIBR
MVD representation, which is our focus in this work, provides cost-efficient MVV streaming with the help of MPEG View Synthesis Reference Software (MPEG-VSRS) [27] [28] [29] 71] . The MPEG view synthesis method, which is a coordinate conversion process, uses nearest reference views to generate novel views with the help of depth maps and camera parameters. Camera parameters express the relationship between the coordinate system of the camera array and the 3D world coordinates. Depth maps, which are not directly displayed, are only used to provide geometric information of the scene for correct view synthesis.
However, some pixels in the reference views may not be transformed due to an occlusion problem [38] , erroneously estimated depth maps [35] , incorrectly calibrated cameras [83] , and rounding errors [10] 4 . Obviously, those pixels that remain unfilled after the synthesis process may lead to visual artefacts. To mitigate view synthesis distortions, early research works on 3D MVV focused on the depth map pre-/post-processing techniques such as [47] . In the work, Oh et al. proposed a novel hole filling method using a depth-based inpainting technique. With the aim of reducing virtual view synthesis artefacts, Cheng et al. proposed a spatially and temporally consistent view synthesis method [8] . In their work, an iterative re-weighting framework was introduced by jointly considering texture and depth map temporal consistency. The work does not only achieve temporal consistency, but also reduces the noise disturbance.
MPEG-VSRS can be used to generate a number of different views of the same screen content, especially in limited bandwidth. To achieve cost-efficient MVV streaming performance, Cheung et al. proposed a bit allocation method for MVV coding with DIBR [9] . Their goal is to determine how to select the best views for encoding and distribute available bits among them such that to reduce the visual distortion of desired reconstructed views. With the same research line, Sun et al. proposed the optimised 3D reconstruction from noise-corrupted multi-view depth videos [69] . In their work, an iterative algorithm was proposed to optimise the scene structure and texture until convergence. Carballeira et al. also presented a preliminary study on the Rate Distortion (RD) gain that can be achieved using optimisation techniques at the coding block level [5] . Their work shows substantial bitrate saving as well as an objective quality gain.
Current research activities in view synthesis have achieved important improvements regarding bitrate saving. However, it still causes considerable visual distortions, which remains a challenging task.
Adaptive video streaming
Regardless of the use of 3D MVV coding and view synthesis techniques, robust delivery mechanisms for MVV streaming are vital. Especially, streamed packets may be dropped at a router/switch due to congestion or delayed reception. On the one hand retransmission of lost packets is one of the basic mechanisms to mitigate network failures [13] , but, on the other hand, this mechanism is not a feasible solution for delay-sensitive applications due to playback constraints. Frequent retransmissions may lead to severe network congestion, which is undesirable for the Internet streaming.
Advanced 3D video streaming systems may well need to employ intelligent strategies to minimise the effect of inevitable network-related problems. For instance, Thang et al. investigated adaptation methods in the context of live video streaming [73] . In their work, experimental evaluations were carried out regarding bitrate as well as the perceptual quality impact. Also, Gürler et al. proposed an adaptive stereoscopic 3D video streaming system [21] , where bitrate of the stereo view was adapted using Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) scalability option of Scalable Video Coding (SVC). With the same aim and different network application, Savas et al. in [57] proposed an adaptive delivery method for MVV over P2P networks. In their work, a P2P streaming solution based on BitTorrent P2P protocol was extended with an adaptive windowing mechanism [12] . However, the P2P streaming may lead problems for Internet service providers by consuming significant amounts of bandwidth. Besides, clients need to install additional applications [53] to use P2P streaming protocols.
From the end-user perspective, using a Web browser is more convenient for streaming videos directly over the Internet. For instance, a segmented video streaming was proposed in [59] for small wireless devices and sensors. In the work, each video segment is an independently playable file and does not require any plug-in or back-end engines at the receiver. Also, Oztas et al. in [51] introduced a rate adaptation method for the MPEG-DASH standard for streaming MVD by exploring the effects of the number of transmitted views and the quality of views. Later, symmetrically/asymmetrically quality scaling was investigated in [56] to minimise expected network distortions such as network congestion. For this aim, a set of views were delivered and then the undelivered views were reconstructed using the MPEG-VSRS at the receiver. In the work, subjective tests were conducted to examine the best rate adaptation strategy in terms of QoE. The results indicated that transmitted intermediate views 5 should be compressed as much as possible. When the average Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) value for the intermediate views is reached the selected threshold, only the edge views (i.e., the side-most views) should be delivered. Undelivered views are then recovered using the view synthesis method. However, the visual quality performance of the MPEG-VSRS is influenced by the DIBR based view synthesis artefacts outlined in Section 2.2.
Recently, there has been an ongoing research on defining and developing the future of Internet architectures, such as Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [32] . CCN, which is an Information-Centric Networking (ICN) project, is uses a content identifier rather than the classic host identifier. As a result, video sequences can be stored anywhere in the system that can achieve an efficient content distribution. Nowadays, adaptive streaming solutions are emerging for CCN. For instance, Liu et al. proposed dynamic adaptive streaming over CCN [81] , which shows that the MPEG-DASH standard can be adapted relatively easily to a CCN environment taking advantage of the caching features offered by CCN. Also, Detti et al. developed an ICN P2P application for adaptive live video streaming [14] . In their work, enhanced video streaming performance was observed using the combination of the CCN architecture and the MPEG-DASH standard.
However, the current MPEG-DASH standard does not cover the design of the MVV adaptation strategy. To this end, in this paper, an enhanced adaptive MVV streaming technique, which considers the use of MPEG-DASH over HTTP 1.1, is proposed with the adaptation logic performed on the receiver side. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed delivery system. The captured MVD content is divided into equal-length temporal segments, encoded by a standard encoder 6 at various bitrates, and stored as self-decodable single-layer streams in the HTTP server. Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed delivery system [49] The MVV streams exist in the server in two parts: Media Presentation Description (MPD), which is an XML document 7 that contains the manifest of the adaptation strategy that is described in Section 4.3 and MVD segments that contain the MVD streams in the form of video segments. Each segment contains the size of a Group Of Picture (GOP), which is typically around 0.5 second.
System overview
The client retrieves MVD segments and, as necessary, the content is adapted to the dynamic network conditions by discarding the pre-determined view(s). View discarding order, which is computed by the MVV encoder, is transmitted with the MPD file to the client each five-second period. Network adaptation is performed by the client side, which relies on the adaptation rule transmitted by the encoder side, and then retrieves the corresponding Side Information (SI) for MVV reconstruction.
Discarded views are reconstructed by incorporating the low-overhead SI, which is requested by the client at times of adaptation. The SI stream contains the codebook 8 index values of the delivered views' weighting factors, which are calculated using crosscorrelation method [36, 64] . The SI, is a raw bit stream (i.e., no compression algorithm is applied to generate it), is delivered to the client using the separate transmission path, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, the codebook 9 , which is represented as the number of bits, is created as a result of weighting factor estimation at the encoder, and is downloaded by the client during the start-up buffering period (i.e., only transferred at the beginning of a streaming session).
After downloading the codebook, to play the MVV content, the DASH client should obtain the pre-estimated MPD file through HTTP and fetch the appropriate subset of encoded views. For each view that can potentially be discarded as a result of the instantaneously available network capacity, the DASH client continuously requests the segments from the HTTP server and monitors the network throughput. Depending on the network Fig. 2 Cross-correlation method for N number of available views. In the process of recovering of discarded views, its neighbouring delivered views from both directions are utilised throughput and discarding order in the MPD file, the DASH client decides on whether to adapt by requesting a subset of views or a complete set of views.
The information that is needed to reconstruct the discarded/missing views as a result of adaptation is estimated according to the metadata estimation process with the help of the DIBR technique. The estimated metadata stream is then delivered as the SI stream, the details of which are explained in Section 4.1. The SI is utilised to reconstruct discarded views with high quality at the receiver side, which is delivered to the DASH client using the HTTP GET method [11] .
Adaptive view recovery for 3D MVV streaming
In this section, the key components of the proposed adaptive view reconstruction (recovery) model for 3D MVV streaming are described as follows: Section 4.1 presents the metadata (i.e., SI) estimation process. The details of the quadtree-based adaptive block-size selection procedure are explained in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 presents the dynamic view adaptation strategy.
Metadata estimation
To calculate the additional metadata for recovering frames within the discarded view(s), the co-located frame from the delivered views, V del , and a previous temporal reference, t ref , within the same discarded view(s) are utilised, as shown in Fig. 2 . V k and V k+N are the most side views of the complete ensemble of MVV content. Hence, V all = { V k , . . . , V k+N } where V all is available view domains. The cross-correlation and DIBR techniques are utilised in the server in such a way that the depth-aided image interpolation quality is superior to that of the encoded view. For each view assumed to be temporarily discarded from streaming, all corresponding blocks are replenished. In order to do so, the weighted sum of all projected corresponding blocks from delivered views is computed as: (x, y, t) , is calculated as shown in (2):
where X and Y represent the width and height of the current block, respectively. In order to minimise e 2 s , it is necessary that the derivative of e 2 s with respect to each of the weighting factors w is equal to zero, i.e.,
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Neglecting the constant numbers,
where E [·] represents the normalised expected value [36] . After estimating the weighting factors per block for all available views, in order to design the codebook, the k-means clustering algorithm [34] is applied to the estimated weighing coefficients. Each weighting factors (w) forms coefficient vectors in the codebook, which is encoded using an l-bit codeword, as described in Eq. 8.
where coefficient vector W is chosen from a finite set of coefficient vectors in the codebook with size L, and L = 2 l . Also, the index number is denoted as
The codebook is downloaded from the HTTP server by the DASH client at the beginning of streaming. The index numbers of each computed coefficient vector corresponding to 
Quadtree based adaptive block-size selection
Quadtree coding [22, 65] , which has been widely used for block partitioning in video processing to take advantage of variable block-size, is employed in the proposed view reconstruction mechanism. This technique segments the regions in such a way that they can be reconstructed at high quality with low overhead. The block partitioning process is entirely independent from the partition used in the underlying CODEC. Figure 3 illustrates the exemplary quadtree structure. As can be seen, 8×8 and 32×32 are chosen as the smallest and largest block-sizes, respectively. However, smaller blocksizes, used for regions that can be reconstructed at low quality, increase SI overhead. For this purpose, the trade-off between the discarded views' reconstruction quality and the resulting SI overhead size are optimised using the Lagrangian optimisation method [66] . At that point, optimum block-sizes for each frame of discarded views are calculated.
The block partitioning method evaluates different block sizes adaptively and assigns an optimum block-size for each region in the frame. Each region is divided into four equal size blocks starting from the largest block-size (i.e., 32×32 block) in a top-down approach [41] .
In the block-size optimisation, the overall block distortion, D, is minimised subject to a limited overall SI rate-budget B max . The value of B max was calculated experimentally through subjective training using four different MVV contents (Bookarrival, Newspaper, Café, and Pantomime). In this method, the cost of each possible block-size is calculated by Eq. 9, and the smallest value is chosen as the optimal for each block.
where J is expressed as the cost value, and b represents each block number in the quadtree structure (see Fig. 3 ). λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, and B(s) is the cost of transmitting the additional metadata. Every partitioning is represented by the corresponding codevector s, which is assigned a variable length codeword from a given quadtree structure. l denotes the code length; when the cost of transmitting the quadtree structure is included, the overall cost function becomes:
where P represents the block size (such as 32, 16, 8) in the view, λ 1 and λ 2 correspond to the Lagrangian multiplier values for the SI and quadtree structure overhead, respectively. λ 1 and λ 2 , which are obtained experimentally through subjective training. Four different MVV contents, Bookarrival, Newspaper, Café, and Pantomime, were utilised to estimate the optimum λ 1 and λ 2 . Q denotes as the number of bits (quadtree code-length) required for the signalling of the quadtree structure. l is the number of bits necessary for the SI, which is explained in Section 4.1. In this work, the Mean Square Error (MSE) based distortion metric has been utilised in D(x, y). However, other perceptual quality metrics (e.g., Synthesized View Distortion Change (SVDC) [72] , Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [78] , Spatial Peak Signal to PerceptualNoise Ratio (SPSPNR) [84] ) are equally compatible with the proposed system.
View adaptation using HTTP
In order to cope with the varying network conditions during streaming, two possible adaptation strategies can be employed in the outlined system model. Firstly, it is possible to reduce the visual quality (i.e., increasing quantisation level) of all available views, V all , to match the Internet bandwidth. However, this method would lead to a reduction in the reconstruction quality of all received views and depth maps, thus resulting in a decrease in the perceptual quality. The second option is to transmit selective view streams through content-aware bandwidth adaptation and to allow the missing (discarded) view(s) to be reconstructed at the receiver using the delivered views. This strategy may not end up in compromising the delivery quality of some views, as demonstrated in [56, 57] , unlike the first strategy.
The proposed system, which bases on the second described strategy, reduces the transmitted number of views during the network congestion period. The proposed system aims at enabling the receiver to reconstruct all required views at the highest possible quality at all times by incorporating the low-overhead SI. In contrast to the first explained strategy (i.e., quality reduction of all available views), this method cannot result in compromising the perceptual quality of all encoded views. However, it leads to maintain the highest possible quality at the receiver side, giving the extraction and usage of optimised SI along with the delivered high-quality views and depth maps. Figure 4 shows the proposed adaptive MVV delivery scheme. All adaptation parameters are prepared according to the possible network bandwidth conditions, i.e., r net , at the server, and they are inserted to the MPD file.
MPD file, which is prepared at the server, is downloaded by the client before the streaming starts and updates are delivered when necessary (e.g., scene changing). MPD is prepared according to the possible network bandwidth conditions, i.e., r net , at the server. All adaptation parameters are inserted into the MPD file. According to the client bandwidth, the receiver fetches the MPD file and request optimum video segments. Fig. 4 The proposed adaptive MVV delivery scheme [49] . The SI stream is delivered as the overhead, which contains weighting factors (Section 4.1), and quadtree structures (see Section 4.2) To prepare the MPD file, the number of views is discarded and evaluated at the server. Consequently, optimal discardable view(s) are determined that minimise the overall MVV distortion to meet network bandwidth (r net ). This process can be formulated as an optimisation function, f (·), which is defined as in (11): f (Dist k , . . . , Dist k+N ) and satisfy (R V + R SI ) < r net (11) where, Dist k , . . ., Dist k+N are objective distortion of views. R SI is denoted as the additional metadata overhead for the proposed adaptation and the total encoded MVV content bitrate is R V . The total bitrate requirement of the proposed adaptation, R V + R SI and the overall distortion, Dist k + . . . + Dist k+N , are considered for each segment, which is typically around 0.5 second. Delivered views are determined using the priority information, which is the process to minimise the overall MVV distortion subject to the r net . The priority estimation is described in (12):
where, p s is denoted as the view prioritisation, s belongs to a discrete set of views between (and including) views k and k+N. Also, ω j is expressed as the priority weight of each view. The priority weight of each view is determined through classification with an aim of minimising the overall reconstruction distortion subject to the bitrate budget (r net ). The overall cost minimisation function is described in (13) . where R(k) is the overall transmitted bitrate after discarding some of the views (including the bitrate of the SI, R SI ), D s (k) is the average reconstruction distortion of all discarded view(s) estimated using MSE. Also, λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, which is set through subjective experiments using four different MVV contents (Bookarrival, Newspaper, Café, and Pantomime). Each view is encoded using the similar coding parameters (e.g., similar QPs) and stored in the HTTP server. At this point, the client can manage the streaming session based on the MPD file, which contains adaptation information. Hence, the pre-determined subset of views can be requested using the HTTP GET method when the available network bandwidth cannot accommodate the transmission of the complete collection of encoded MVV. Depending on the measured bandwidth, some views are effectively discarded to be recovered using delivered views with the SI at the receiver. In the most severe condition, to be able to recover all views within the total baseline of the MVV set, the edge views (i.e., side-most views) and their associated depth information need to be delivered.
Experiment results
In this section, experiment results are presented to demonstrate the enhancement effects of the proposed adaptation mechanism for MVV streaming. Thus, both objective and subjective results are depicted to highlight the positive impact of the proposed approach over the congested network.
Experiment setup
Four different MPEG video test sequences were considered for experiments. These test sequences are also selected as test material for the MPEG 3D video coding standardisation activities. Our experiments were conducted using five adjacent colour texture views and depth maps (i.e., M=5) from selected different MVV test contents, which are Bookarrival [19, 23] , Newspaper [20, 24] , Café [20, 33] , and Pantomime [46] . The properties of these contents are summarised in Table 1 . Figure 5 shows the Spatial-Information (S-I) and Temporal-Information (T-I) indexes on the luminance component of each content, as described in the ITU-R P.910 [52] . Figure 5a presents the S-I and T-I indexes for colour texture view. From the figure, it can be inferred that Bookarrival, Newspaper, and Pantomime have large S-I values for texture view, whereas Café has a small value, i.e., low spatial details. Also, the Bookarrival, Café, and Pantomime sequences contains higher T-I value for both texture and depth maps, which indicates high level temporal of detail.
HEVC and MVC standards were utilised to analyse the performance of the proposed adaptation system. Therefore, HM v10.1 and JMVM v8.1 were used to encode each MVV content. Various QPs were selected, i.e., 20, 26, 32, 38, and 44, for each colour texture sequence. Also, the depth maps bitrates were chosen to be equal to the percentage of 20 % of the colour texture bitrates, as suggested in [18] . Hence, appropriate compressed depth maps were chosen by trials. Hierarchical B pictures were used with a GOP length of 16, and a single GOP was inserted into each transmission segment. In the case of MVC, the inter-view prediction structure was determined based on the view discarding pattern.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, MPEG-DASH [39] was incorporated in the sever-client setup [44] . Three regular PCs were used in this setup. A PC was used as a transmitter (i.e., streaming server), one regular PC as a receiver (i.e., streaming client), and one regular PC as a router based on the Dummynet tool [55] to emulate network environment.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, MPEG View Synthesis Reference Software VSRS v3.5 [71] was incorporated as an adaptation reference. In MPEG-VSRS, the two nearest left and right adjacent views are utilised in this reference to synthesise discarded view(s). MPEG-VSRS was used as the base to estimate the views that are not delivered along with the received SI and codebooks of various sizes. The additional overhead from the proposed method (i.e., SI) is included in all reported results.
Experiment results were compared using the Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) method [4] , which describes the distance between two RD curves. In this manner, PSNR difference, namely P, in deciBel (dB) averaged over the whole range of bitrates, and bitrate difference, namely R, in percentage averaged over the entire range of PSNR, were identified. Furthermore, subjective tests were performed [40] in accordance with the ITU-R BT.500-13 [30] . In total, 18 non-expert observers (12 males and six females), aged between 26 and 45, participated in the test. The observers watched the prepared test sequences at a distance of 3.75 m away from the display, which is approximately 5.5 times picture height. Each test session started after a short training and instruction session. The observers were introduced to the test environment, grading scale, and were presented with an example of the training sequences. Each assessment session lasted up to half an hour.
The Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS) was utilised using a scale that ranged from 0 (Bad) to 100 (Excellent). Observers were provided the freedom to view video pairs, i.e., original reference and processed, over and over again as they wish before reaching a verdict. It was observed that the test repetition rate was below 5 %.
The collected Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) were then analysed for each subject across different test conditions, which verified MOS distribution consistency. The outlier detection procedure was applied outlined in ITU-R BT.500-13 [30] , there were no outliers in the reported scores.
Finally, the Different Mean Opinion Score (DMOS), which is obtained by subtracting the MOS of the processed (reconstructed/synthesised) sequence from that of the original one. DMOS measurements can show how much differences introduced in test videos degrade subjective picture quality. A higher DMOS indicates bigger quality degradation of the processed sequence.
Results and discussion
In this section, the experiment results are given along with a discussion. Also, both objective and subjective results are demonstrated. In the Sections 5.2.1-5.2.3, only one intermediate view was discarded at a time, and analysed. The results are presented in a comparative manner, which clearly shows the proposed approach performance compared with the references.
Effect of codebook size used on reconstructed view
The view reconstruction (recovery) performance of the proposed approach using different codebook sizes is demonstrated using RD curves. Figure 6 shows the resulting average view reconstruction performance using different codebook sizes for BookArrival, Newspaper, Café, Pantomime respectively. In this experiment, only the same view was discarded for each tested codebook at a time, and the average view estimation quality in terms of PSNR was calculated from the discarded views. The estimated image quality was calculated with respect to the uncompressed original view. The bitrate includes the transmitted MVV content and the overhead caused by transferring the additional SI. Three different codebooks created for each discarded view, which contains a varying number of coefficient vectors (W ), are described by the number of bits (l-bit). Each view was assumed to be discarded, and all corresponding blocks were estimated using different codebooks. The objective reconstruction quality for each view was compared to others in order to determine the optimum views to be discarded for each period.
As can be seen in the results presented in Fig. 6 , the performance of the proposed approach tends to saturate each of the content pieces when the size of the used codebook increases. However, a relatively large performance gap is obtained between the five-bit and four-bit codebooks. Accordingly, a five-bit codebook achieves view reconstruction performance closer to that of the largest codebook sizes, and benefits from the advantage of lower SI overhead. To this end, five-bit codebook was used in the remaining experiments. Figure 7 illustrates the performance comparison of the proposed reconstruction method using different block-sizes. The aim of this analysis is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the variable block-size selection process (see Section 4.2).
Effect of block-size used on estimated view
In this experiment, 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8 fixed block-sizes were compared to the quadtree-based variable block-size. As can be seen in the figure, for the BookArrival and Newspaper, (1024 × 768) sequences, 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8 require 153.6, 614.4, and 2457.6 kbps, respectively. The high-resolution (1920 × 1080) Café sequence requires 405, 1620, and 6480 kbps in order to reconstruct a discarding view for 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8, respectively. Furthermore, the Pantomime sequence, which is 1280 × 960 resolution, needs 245, 947, and 3845 kbps to reconstruct a discarding view for 32×32, 16×16, and 8×8, respectively.
As can be seen in Fig. 7 , the resulting overhead from the quadtree-based variable blocksize demonstrates an increasing bitrate performance, whereas video distortion increases. The reason for this is that increasing video distortions present poor reconstruction performance, and thus the proposed approach requires higher amount of metadata (i.e., SI) to construct a missing view with high quality. Moreover, it is observed that corrupted depth maps affect the required metadata overhead size. For instance, the Café sequence, which contains inaccurate depth maps compared with others, requires high amount of metadata.
Furthermore, the proposed view reconstruction quality performance in Figs. 7 b, d , and f support the analysis of view estimation overhead in Figs. 7 a, c , and e. As the block-size increases, the objective quality is also enhanced. However, the increase in the overhead of the view estimation metadata, i.e., SI, reduces the coding performance in the RD curves. In the proposed view reconstruction approach, each block is assigned a weighting coefficient and increased SI overhead decreases the degree of coding efficiency. For this reason, a quadtree-based variable block-size selection mechanism employs cost-quality optimisation in an exchange between SI overhead (cost) and the view reconstruction quality.
Experiment results for three MVV sequences indicate that the quadtree-based variable block-size shows optimum performance compared with the fixed block sizes (e.g., 32 × 32, 16 × 16, and 8 × 8). This occurs primarily because of the variable block-size selection process that exploits the quadtree-structure and reduces SI overhead. 
View reconstruction performance
In order to further investigate and evaluate the performance of the proposed view reconstruction, another view estimation method is incorporated as an additional reference: MPEG-VSRS without using SI. In this reference, the nearest left and right neighbouring The pixel values in the synthesised image are created by blending the respective pixel values in the projected images with unequal weights, where the weights are inversely proportional to the distance from the target view. For fair comparison, this reference approach employs the same view discarding approach (i.e., priority method) as the proposed system and utilises MPEG-VSRS to estimate discarding views. Average reconstruction quality, which was calculated in terms of PSNR, was estimated using only discarded views for each piece of MVV content. Figure 8 shows average PSNR scores for the proposed view reconstruction and the MPEG-VSRS algorithms for the BookArrival, Newspaper, Café, and Pantomime video sequences. The transmission bitrate included the total transmitted data and SI. As seen in the RD curves, 2.8, 7.13, 5.04, and 5.26 dB average PSNR gains ( P) are achieved over the entire range of bitrates with respect to the MPEG-VSRS for BookArrival, Newspaper, Café, and Pantomime sequences, respectively.
Experiment results demonstrate that the proposed view reconstruction algorithm presents significant coding efficiency compared to the MPEG-VSRS method. The overall gains can be explained by two intrinsic novelties of the proposed reconstruction approach: 1) exploiting all available views (see Fig. 2 ) during the view reconstruction process. This feature provides high quality occlusion filling, which enhances the overall view estimation quality at the decoder. High numbers of reference views minimise the occlusion problems on the estimated view and improve the view estimation performance. 2) optimisation process Fig. 9 Effect of the number of discarded views on the overall MVV streaming quality in the variable block-size selection. This process alternates between metadata overhead and view estimation quality, which allows the transmission of an optimum overhead of metadata without significantly decreasing the overall quality. Figure 9 depicts the average PSNR versus the total bitrate requirement for three different MVV contents. In this experiment, several views were discarded and then reconstructed using other available neighbouring views at the receiver side.
Effect of the number of discarded views
The reported results clearly demonstrate that a significant PSNR gain is achieved by the proposed approach against MPEG-VSRS for all tested MVV content. This advantage is due to the high-quality view estimation and decreasing bitrate with SI.
For the Newspaper sequence, the gain is more visible because of their high spatial complex scene (see SI value in Fig. 5) . Moreover, the coding gain gap between the proposed approach and MPEG-VSRS is smaller for the BookArrival and Pantomime sequences relative to other sequences. The main reason is that both sequences contain complex object motion, which produces new occlusion areas on the projected views. This problem can be solved by transmitting a new codebook when the existing codebook is not sufficient for estimating new occlusion areas with optimum performance. Also, performance reduction links to the accuracy of depth maps. The Café sequence, contains inaccurate depth maps in comparison to other sequences, demonstrates low performance below 5000 kbps. The reason is the proposed approach requires a greater number of weighting coefficients to reconstruct with erroneous depth maps with higher quality.
Furthermore, it is clearly observed that as the number of discarded views increases, PSNR values for each content severely decreases. The overall MVV streaming performance depends on the quality of the estimated views; hence, it is also linked to the accuracy of the depth maps and the efficiency of the view estimation algorithm. Obviously, it also depends on the complexity of the scene that needs to be estimated. This experiment clearly demonstrates that MPEG-VSRS weaknesses affect adaptation performance. In addition, the results show that the proposed approach helps enhance adaptation performance by a notable margin consistently over a different number of discarded views, e.g., 1, 2, and 3.
Objective and subjective coding efficiency
The objective (average PSNR versus total bitrate) and subjective (DMOS versus bitrate) evaluation results are demonstrated in Fig. 10 . In this assessment, the performance of the proposed adaptive streaming method was compared with the reference adaptation method (based on MPEG-VSRS) using two different video coding standards. It is noted that only discarded views were considered to calculate the average PSNR. DMOS were also calculated based on the described test setup (see Section 5.1). The bitrate requirement was calculated using all transmitted sequences with the SI stream bitrate.
As can be seen in Fig. 10 , both the objective and subjective evaluation results lead to similar conclusions. The delivery of MVV sequences with the proposed approach provides a significant advantage for both coding standards in terms of bitrate gain compared with the MPEG-VSRS method. Experiment results also show that as SI constitutes a larger portion of the overall transmission at low operating bitrates, the relative coding gain decreases.
In addition, for HEVC bit-stream, the proposed method outperforms the reference method at the similar bitrate by 2.72, 7.75, and 5.27 dB on average for the BookArrival, Newspaper, and Café sequences, respectively. For MVC bit-stream, an average 2.63, 7.77, and 5.72 dB quality enhancements are achieved ( P) over the entire range of bitrates for BookArrival, Newspaper, and Café sequences, respectively. With respect to the overall transmission bitrate, 2.02 %, 2.76 %, and 2.85 % SI overhead ( R) on average is obtained over the tested operating points. Table 2 lists the bitrate saving percentage with the proposed adaptive streaming method subject to symmetrical compression of HEVC and MVC.
As can be seen in Table 2 , the proposed method provides significant bitrate saving against two reference coding standards (HEVC and MVC) in terms of bitrate. Various coding performance is observed with MVC (e.g., different trend in Café). The reason is the illumination mismatches between views and content types. As demonstrated in [25] , these characteristics cause performance degradation in MVC that uses inter-view prediction. Moreover, because of symmetrical compression, blurred images and blocking artifacts were observed for each MVV content when high QPs are applied to match the network bandwidth. Subjective experiments suggest discarding some views for transmission and recovering them with the proposed view reconstruction approach at the receiver side.
Performance analysis over the dynamic network environment
In order to evaluate the impact of the adaptation pattern (i.e., view discarding order in the MPD file), a test pattern with instantaneous network throughput changes was used as Fig. 11 Link capacity of the user in the network depicted in Fig. 11 . Due to the lack of test pattern for MVV, we create these challenging patterns for MVV streaming. Test 1 corresponds to the varying link capacity case, whereas Test 2 and Test 3 correspond to the fixed link capacity case throughout the streaming. MVV temporal segments were selectively discarded based on the available bandwidth capacity. In this experiment, the HEVC standard was used with the MPEG-DASH. All streams were divided into segments, encoded with various QP (see Section 5.1), and stored in the DASH server. Avoiding inter-view dependencies within the proposed framework will offer increased flexibility in view combinations that can be discarded independently and are replaced with the corresponding SI stream. Also, it prevents potential inter-view error propagation. In addition, the proposed adaptation system may reduce the quality of all the transmitted views based on the available bandwidth.
Furthermore, MPEG-VSRS was used as an adaptation reference, in which MVV temporal segments were selectively discarded based on the available bandwidth. Also, this adaptation reference may also increase/decreases QP of the all transmitted views. The view discarding order (i.e., which views were discarded) in Test 1 for both adaptation methods is shown in Table 3 .
In addition, Table 4 shows the comparison in terms of PSNR and subjective scores that are reported as an average of all views (delivered and discarded/estimated views). For subjective experiments, MOS values are converted to quality scales (Bad, Poor, Fair, Good, and Excellent) based on the ITU-R BT.500-13 recommendation.
The results depicted in the Table 4 show that the proposed adaptation method consistently outperforms the reference method, both objectively and subjectively, in all test conditions.
Visual quality performance
The presented results demonstrate that the video coding standards with the proposed approach performs objectively (PSNR) better than the MPEG-VSRS. These improvements are also visible in Figs. 12 and 13 , which illustrate the visual quality of the BookArrival, Newspaper, Café, and Pantomime test sequences.
In this analysis, thumbnails of the reconstructed discarded view images were captured and illustrated. Around the object edges, the occluded areas that do not exist with the proposed method are clearly shown. It is clear that particular object boundaries that look distorted in the MPEG-VSRS are better conserved with the proposed View Reconstruction (Proposed VR) method. The reason is the edge pixels are not scattered, given that the local high-frequency components are conserved successfully with an additional SI. Consequently, a sharper and more robust perception is achieved with the proposed method. In the extensive evaluation, the proposed method demonstrates the highest QoE video streaming performance. Especially, results show that exploiting more viewswith metadata provide high quality 3D MVV reconstruction. However, for inaccurate depth maps, the proposed method requires important amount of metadata to reconstruct discarding views with high quality. Additionally, the performance reduction was observed for some sequences that contain complex object motion (e.g., fast moving objects, quick scene changes). In order to solve these issue, as a future work, the codebook will be transmitted adaptively (e.g., based on the characteristics of scene change and object motion) in order to further enhance the streaming quality. 
Conclusions
To maintain the perceived 3D MVV quality in congested networks, this paper suggests a novel adaptive delivery scheme. The proposed method yields a superior performance over a wide range of channel conditions. In this system, some views are discarded at times of network congestion in an intelligent way to maximise the resultant reconstruction performance on the client side. The discarded views are reconstructed using only a small amount of additional metadata that is estimated in the server and sent to the client. In the proposed method, the additional metadata is calculated using adjacent views in the server and delivered to the user at times of congestion in the network. Also, a novel view reconstruction method is designed to take into account the received Side Information (SI) for improved view reconstruction performance. In order to help facilitate a quality-aware bandwidth adaptation mechanism, the best sets of views to be discarded are calculated for various network throughput levels, such that the best overall MVV reconstruction quality is achieved on the client side.
The proposed adaptive 3D MVV streaming method was evaluated using a prototype HTTP streaming client and two different state-of-the-art coding standards. These were compared to the corresponding reference techniques that use MPEG's reference view synthesis software (VSRS). The experiment results have shown that significant quality improvements are obtained under challenging network conditions.
For some content types, the performance reduction has been reported. In doing so, as a future work, perceptual MVV metric, adaptive codebook transmission, and advanced loss-resilient coding will be integrated in the proposed adaptive delivery scheme. Also, the proposed adaptive MVV streaming mechanism will be adapted to the emerging information centric networks. His research focuses on multimedia communications and signal processing and humancomputer interaction. DrĆalić regularly reviews for the leading international journals, conferences and book publishers -ACM, IEEE, IEE, Elsevier, Springer, Wiley, and he has chaired special sessions and managed peer reviews at international conferences.
